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WORKING PAPER 26 MAY 2020: Critical analysis of Andersen etal. The proximal origin of SARS-CoV-2.
CDR Jean-Paul Chretien & Dr. Greg Cutlip (DIA/NCMI)

1. Background. The origin of SARS-CoV-2 remains uncertain. Some of its features are unique amongthe
most closely-related known coronaviruses, and a progenitor virus has not  been identified. In February
2020, several experts in virology from the US, UK, and Australia co-authored an assessment, posted to a
virology blog, o f the  notable featuresofSARS-CoV-2and whattheysuggestabout its origin (Andersen et
al., 2020a). The post subsequently was published as a letter-to-the-editorin Nature Medicine, a
prestigious scientific journal (Andersen e t  al., 2020b). Andersen e t  al. concluded that the virus probably
arose naturally, not by any sort of laboratory manipulation. Prominent scientists have cited their paper
as decisive supportfor a natural origin scenario (Calisheret al., 2020; Collins, 2020).

Here, we do notadvancea particular SARS-CoV-2 origin scenario or take issue with Andersen etal.  's
conclusions. We considerthe evidence they present, and find that it does not prove that the virus arose
naturally. In fact, the features of SARS-CoV-2 noted by Andersen etal. are consistent with another
scenario: that SARS-CoV-2 was developed in a laboratory, by methodsthat leading coronavirus
researchers commonly use to investigate how the viruses infect cells and cause disease, assess the
potentialfor animal coronavirusesto jumpto humans, and develop drugs and vaccines.

2. Coronaviruses and SARS-CoV-2 overview. SARS-CoV-2 is the seventh coronavirus known to infect
humans. Four of  the others typically cause mild illness, such as the common cold, while two—  SARSCoV
and MERS-CoV— causedisease with case-fatality ratesofaround 10% and 34%, respectively (compared
to 1% or less in SARS-CoV-2 infection). Other coronaviruses infect only animals, and nearly all
coronaviruses are thoughtto have originated in bats (Fiorniet al., 2017), which host hundreds or
thousands of  coronaviruses. Both SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV probably originated in bats, passingthrough
intermediate hosts before infecting humans. As RN A viruses, coronaviruses mutate relatively quickly
(though less so than other RN A viruses because of a proofreading mechanism) . Coronaviruses also
evolve through recombination, when distinct viruses infectingthe same cell exchange genetic elements.

The closest known relative of SARS-CoV-2 is the bat coronavirus RaTG13. Scientists from the Wuhan
Institute of Virology (WIV) first reported the virus in January 2020, butwrotethat  it was sampled in
Yunnan province in 2013, as part of a coronavirus discovery effort (Zhou etal., 2020). Overall, RaTG13 is
96% identical genetically to SARS-CoV-2 (still too dissimilar to be the direct progenitor virus; in addition,
no precursors or branches of evolution stemmingfrom a less human-adapted SARS-CoV- 2-like virus have
been reported [Zhan etal., 2020]). In the regionsthat encode the spike protein, which mediates entry
into host cells, though, RaTG13 shares only 1 of 5 key amino acids for  binding to the SARS-CoV-2
receptor, ACE2. The closest match to SARS-CoV-2 in the spike protein was identified in March-August
2019 (reported in 2020) from Malayan pangolins rescued in China. While the pangolin coronavirus is not
as close to SARS-CoV-2as RaTG13 is overall, the spike protein receptor binding domain in the pangolin
coronavirus is nearly identical to that of SARS-CoV-2, sharing all 5 key amino acids (Xiao etal., 2020).

Besidesthe novel combination of features similar to bat and pangolin coronaviruses, SARS-CoV also is
unique amongits closest known relatives (Betacoronavirus lineage b viruses, such as SARS-CoV, RaTG13,
and other bat SARS-related coronaviruses) for the presence of a particular type of host enzyme target
site within thespike protein. Fora coronavirusto infect host cells, the spike protein must be activated
by enzymes supplied by the host (Hoffman etal., 2018). These proteases vary in the degree of priming
they effect, and in their distribution within the host and across host species. The specific proteases a
coronavirus can hijack helps determine the potential hostspeciesand severity of infection.
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The spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 includes an insertion o f4  amino acids that createsa cleavage site for
furin, which is expressed ubiquitously in humans (Braun etal., 2018). Proteolytic cleavage at this site is
required for  SARS-CoV-2 infection of human lung cells (Hoffman etal., 2020), and is expected to be
especially effective in priming the virus because the site includes 2 consecutive basicamino acids. Such
"polybasic" cleavage sites are known to increase virulence in avian influenza viruses, and distinguish
highly pathogenicfrom low-pathogenicity avian influenza (Naoet al., 2017; Xu e t  al. 2019). Consistent
with this effect, disruption of  the site in cell-cultured SARS-CoV-2 resulted in attenuated symptoms in
hamsters (Lau e t  al., 2020), suggestingthatthe novelfurin cleavage site may contribute to SARS-CoV-2
pathogenicity or transmissibility (Coutard etal., 2019; Walls etal., 2020; Wangetal., 2020).

3. Discussion of Andersen etal.'s analysis. Andersen etal. argue the notable features of SARS-CoV-2
mentioned above— the presenceof key amino acids in the receptor binding domain not found in SARS-
related CoVs, and the furin cleavage site — likely arose naturally, not  through laboratory manipulation.
We considerthese arguments below, alongwith their third argumentfor natural origin based on the
global dissimilarity of SARS-CoV-2tocoronavirusesthathave been used in published laboratory
experiments.

3.1. Receptor binding domain. Andersen et  al.: While the analyses above suggestthat SARS-CoV-2 may
bind human ACE2 with high affinity, computational analyses predict that  the interaction is not  ideal and
that the RBD seguence is differentfrom thoseshown in SARS-CoV to beoptimalfor receptor binding.
Thus, the h igh- affin ity b in din g of the SA RS -CoV-2 spike p ro tein to human ACE2is most likely the result of
natural  selection on a human or human-like ACE2that permits anotheroptimal  binding solution to arise.
This is strong evidence that  SARS-CoV-2 is not  the product of purposeful manipulation.

The argument is that if someone wanted to design a coronavirus that binds with high affinity to human
ACE2, they would not have designed SARS-CoV-2, since the computationalanalysis they would have
undertaken in the planning stage would have predicted a lower affinity binding to ACE2 than what is, in
fact, observed.

This is not a scientific argument but rather an assumption of intent and methodology for  a hypothesized
scientist. Instead of aiming to design a virus that binds with high affinity to ACE2, a researcher may have
chosento investigate, empirically, the effect of one or more receptorbinding domain variants on
receptor binding or infectivity. In fact, leading coronavirus research laboratories have been doingthis for
yearsto studythe potential forbat  coronaviruses to infecthumans, as described below.

A typical approach is to synthesize a chimeric coronavirus, usually with spike protein and remainderof
the virus ("backbone") from different bat, human, or other sources, simulating recombination events
that may occur naturally. Beloware selected examples ofthisand othercoronavirus manipulationsto
investigate infectivity and virulence :

• In 2007, scientists from the WIV investigated human ACE2 binding potential by manipulating the
spike protein of SARS-CoV and batSARS-like-CoVs, and constructing chimeras with different
sequencesofthe SARS-CoVspike protein inserted intoa bat SARS-like-CoVbackbone (Ren etal.,
2008). They identified a minimal sequence that converted the batSARS-like-CoV spike protein
from non-ACE2 binding to ACE2 binding, indicating that acquisition of this sequence could allow
a speciesjumpto humans.
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• Also in 2007, investigatorsfrom the University of North Carolina, the National Institutes of
Health, and the Centers for  Disease Control and Prevention adapted SARS-CoV to mice through
serial passage, resultingin a strain that was lethal to mice (Robertsetal., 2007). They identified
6 coding mutations associated with adaptation and virulence, and demonstrated their effect by
introducing these into SARS-CoV and re-creatingthe phenotype.

• In 2015, a collaboration that included the Universityof North Carolina and the WIV generated a
chimeric virus with the spike protein of a bat SARS-like-coronavirusin a (mouse-adapted)SARS-
CoV backbone, and showed that  the chimera could infect human airway cells (Menachery etal.,
2015). Based on these results, they also synthetically re-derived the full-length batSARS-like
coronavirus and showed it was viable in human airway cells and mice. (University of North
Carolina researchers were granted a patentfor  chimeric coronavirus spike proteins methods in
2018 [Baric etal., 2015]).

• In 2016, researchers from the WIV led a collaboration that constructed an array of chimeric
coronaviruses with the SARS-like bat CoV backbone and variants of the spike protein from 8
other bat SARS-like CoVs (which were reported forthef irst t ime in this study) (Hu et  al., 2017).
All ofthese virusesweableto use the human ACE2 receptorto entercells.

In the context of  this research, SARS-CoV-2 could have been synthetized by combininga backbone from
a coronavirus similar to RaTG13 with the receptor binding domain of a coronavirus similar to the one
recently isolated from pangolins. Such research might have aimed to investigate pangolins as possible
intermediate hosts for  bat coronaviruses potentially pathogenic for  humans, and would have been
consistent with the longstanding line of investigations described above .

3.2. Furin cleavage site. Andersen e t  al.: The acquisition of both the polybasiccleavagesite and predicted
O-linked glycans also argues against culture-based scenarios. New polybasic cleavage sites have been
observed only after prolonged passage of low-pathogenicity avian influenza virus in vitro or in vivo.
Furthermore, a hypothetical generation of SARS-CoV-2 by cell culture or animal passage would have
required prior isolation of a progenitor virus with very high genetic similarity, which has not  been
described. Subsequent generation of a polybasiccleavagesite would have then required repeated
passage in cell culture or animals with ACE2 receptors similar to those of humans, but  such work has also
not  previously been described. Finally, the generation of the predicted O-linked glycans is also unlikely to
have occurred due to cell-culture passage, as such features suggest the involvement of an immune
system.

The central argument is thatgeneration of  the furin cleavage site would have required a progenitor
virus, which has not been published. Like the first argument, this also is not  based on scientific analysis
but on an assumption that the prior workwould have been published if it had been done. However,
absence o fa  publication doesnot meanthatthe research was not done. Perhapsthe experiments were
aborted or not reported because of  the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak? Perhapsthe results were neverintended
for publication? Ina recent example of delayed publication f romthe COVID-19 pandemic, WIV
researchers first reported RaTG13 in January 2020, but stated that they had discovered the virus in 2013
(Zhou etal., 2020).

Andersen etal. acknowledge that polybasic cleavage sites have arisen during in vitro or in vivo passage,
with avian influenza. Therefore, the possibility of  the SARS-CoV-2furin site arising during passage in the
laboratory cannot be dismissed.
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However, this is not  the only possible method of generatinga newfurin cleavage site. Laboratories also
have directly inserted furin cleavage sites into coronaviruses. Forexample:

• Scientists in the United States (Belouzard e t  al., 2009; Follis e t  al., 2006) and Japan (Watanabe
et  al., 2008) have inserted furin cleavage sites into the spike protein of SARS-CoV using
pseudotype systems(a relativelysafewayto study dangerous pathogens, which allowsthe
evaluation of  the coronavirus spike protein, or envelope proteins from other viruses, in the
context of  another virus without producing progeny of  the chimeric virus).

• In 2015, a collaboration that included the University of North Carolina and the WIV investigated
mutationsthat could enable HKU4, a MERS-CoV-related bat coronavirus, to infect humans.
Noting a furin cleavage site present in MERS-CoV but  absent in HKU4, they introduced a
mutation into the spike protein of HKU4that created one (in a pseudotype system), and
showed this allowed it to use host protease to mediate human cell entry (Yang etal., 2015).

• In 2019, researchers at China Agricultural University constructed an infectious bronchitis virus
(a bird coronavirus) with a polybasic cleavage site in the spike protein, and showed thatthis
mutantvirus led to higher mortality in chickens (Cheng etal., 2019).

Building on the possible origin scenario described at the end of  section 3.1 above, SARS-CoV-2 could
have been synthesized by generatinga polybasic cleavage site in a chimeric virus with RaTG13-like
backbone and pangolin coronavirus-like receptorbindingdomain (with additional mutationsarising
during cell-culture or animal adaptation, as occurred with increasing virulence after passage of SARS-
CoV in a mouse model [Roberts etal., 2007]).

Andersen etal. note that the O-linked glycans predicted to flankthe polybasic cleavage site argue
against a cell culture-based laboratory scenario. O-linked glycans may help shield a broad set of  viruses,
including coronaviruses, from a host immune system, and typically arise under immune selection, which
would not  occur in cell culture. However, the glycans could have arisen in animal, ratherthan cell
culture, experiments. There isample precedentfor use of animal modelsin coronavirus research, such
as inoculation of rats with bat SARS-like CoVs, led by China'sThird Military Medical University (Hu et  al.,
2018), and several of  the efforts cited earlier. Pangolins, or other animals with similar ACE2
conformation, could have been used in such in vivo experiments. (We note also that some preliminary
investigations have found evidence for the O-linked glycans predicted by Andersen etal. [Shajahan et
al., 2020], while others have not  [Walls etaL, 2020]).

3.3. Reverse genetics system. Andersen et  aL: Furthermore, if genetic manipulation had been performed,
one of the several reverse-genetic systems available for betacoronaviruses would probably have been
used. However, the genetic data irrefutably show that  SARS-CoV-2 is not  derived from any previously
used virus backbone.

Reverse genetics approaches seekto understand the phenotypic effects of a genotype (in contrast to
forward genetics, which begins with a phenotype and investigates its genetic basis). Scientists have
developed reverse genetics systems for  SARS-CoV, batSARS-like-CoVs, and other human and animal
coronaviruses (Almazan et  al., 2014). These systems are used to synthesize coronaviruses so specific
genomic sequences and regionscan be manipulated, and enabled many of the studies noted earlier.
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I t  is clear that SARS-CoV-2 does not  derive from a published coronavirus reverse genetics system, since
the virus is not a close match to a CoV backbone used in any published study. As noted in section 3.2,
though, the lack of a published report does not mean that the study was not  performed. In the 6 years
before the COVID-19 outbreak, the number of potential batSARS-like CoV backbones has increased with
coronavirus discovery efforts, like those conducted the WIV (Ge etal., 2013; Ge etal., 2016; Hu et  al.,
2017). Some coronavirus reverse genetics systems yield syntheticvirusesthatare identical genetically to
the original virus (Almazan etal., 2014), such as one developed in 2002 at the University of North
Carolina (Yount e t  al., 2002) .

Recenttechnological innovations make it easierthan everfor  scientists to develop new reverse genetics
systems. Forexample, researchers from Huazhong Agricultural University used CRISPR (clustered
regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat) gene editingtechnology in the first direct in vitro
manipulation of  full-length coronavirus cDNA (from which the virus is reverse-engineered) in April 2019
(Wanget al., 2019). The authors noted that their reverse genetics platform "will simplify the
construction of mutant infectious clones and help accelerate progress in coronavirus research."

A further illustration of modern capabilities comesfromthe COVID-19 pandemic: several laboratories
already have synthesized SARS-CoV-2, using reverse genetics systems they developed within weeks of
publication of the first genome sequence (Thao etal., 2020; Xie etal., 2020).

4. Conclusion. The argumentsthat Andersen etal. use to supporta natural-origin scenario for  SARS-
CoV-2are based noton scientific analysis, but  on unwarranted assumptions. A long line of research
showsthat leading coronavirus laboratories do not work as described in the laboratory-origin scenario
Andersen et  al. consider and dismiss. SARS-CoV-2— a bat coronavirus with pangolin coronavirus receptor
binding domain — is consistent with the chimeric constructs these laboratories have developed and
studied for  more thana decade. While key componentsofa laboratory effort  resulting in SARS-CoV-2,
such as generation of  the furin cleavage site and development of a new reverse genetics system, have
not been reported, this does not  prove they did not occur. Coronavirus researchers have conducted
these studiesforother coronaviruses; technically, they would not have been difficult. The recent
RaTG13 report demonstrates coronavirus researchers do not publish all of  their research at the time it is
conducted.

This critique of Andersen etal.'s arguments does not aim to show that SARS-CoV-2 originated in a
laboratory, much less to identify a specific laboratory source or to characterize the goals of research that
could have generated the virus. We highlight the features of SARS-CoV-2, noted by Andersen etal., are
consistent with long-standing and on-goinglaboratory experiments; the evidence Andersen etal.
present does not  lessen the plausibility of laboratory origin.
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